In this work, the authors present a novel, robotic, automated protocol for assessing a metabolic stability protocol assembled on a Hamilton platform and a new strategy for pooling samples (cassette analysis). To increase the high throughput of the liquid chromatography (LC) step, fast chromatography and automated liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry (LC/MS/MS) analytical methods were also developed, and a rapid data analysis system was generated that converts peak areas obtained by LC/MS/MS in intrinsic clearance values. All of the steps of the microsomal stability assay were carefully studied and optimized. Standard errors and confidence intervals of the measured clearances were also automatically generated in the process to allow an immediate evaluation of the significance of observed values. Methods based on pooling analysis of 2 and 4 different analytes were compared with a standard method without pooling. A simple statistical treatment was used to show their equivalence. The different protocols developed were analyzed in terms of the best compromise between accuracy and high-throughput capabilities. (Journal of Biomolecular Screening 2008:862-869) 
INTRODUCTION
T HE AVAILABILITY OF LARGE CHEMICAL LIBRARIES and the greater possibilities of using parallel synthesis and combinatorial chemistry to promptly generate chemical analogues of an active structural core help investigators to rapidly generate a large number of chemical entities with the potential to become a drug. 1, 2 To be considered as drug candidates, these new chemical entities must not only show efficacy but also be nontoxic and display suitable pharmacokinetic properties such as good absorption, metabolic clearance, and bioavailability. 2, 3 Extensive metabolism in particular is responsible for high clearance and 1st-pass effect, reducing the half-life and bioavailability of potential drugs, 3 compromising the possibility for investigated molecules to elicit their activity at the targeted organ.
For this reason, at an early stage of drug discovery, in vitro metabolic stability is routinely examined. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] The rationale of this strategy is that in vitro metabolic stability predicts reasonably well in vivo hepatic clearance due to metabolism and is a well-established and potent method for screening many compounds in a cost-effective and simple manner.
Frequently, in vitro liver microsomal stability data correlate well with in vivo metabolism in preclinical species. In these cases, turnover in human liver microsomes can be scaled up and used to predict in vivo clearances in humans. 7, 8 To track the demanding throughput required in drug discovery, automation and robotic technologies need to be considered for multiple sample preparation and to increase the number of molecules that can be biologically assayed in parallel at the same time. 2 Analysis is generally performed by liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry (LC/MS/MS). This is a very sensitive and accurate tool with broad application but is, unfortunately, a serial analytical technique 8 not readily able to increase sample capacity without proportionally increasing the time involved.
Our approach to the problem is a flexible microsomal stability protocol, in which for each run, up to 40 different compounds can be screened in duplicate in 3 different species, collecting 6 time points over 60 or 90 min. In alternative, with the same protocol, up to 20 compounds can be screened in duplicate, with 2 different separated cofactors (e.g., NADPH and UDPGA).
The assay formats are based on automated procedures that are a robotic assembly on the HAMILTON platform of the different incubations, an automated LC/MS/MS analytical method based on Micromass QuanOptimize software, and a pooling strategy for the samples to be analyzed, performed by robotic liquid handling.
Finally, an automated processing of raw data coming from mass spectrometer and based on a template Excel datasheet calculates the microsomal clearances, evaluates the error associated with the measures, and uploads data into a proprietary database.
The different formats of this extremely flexible protocol are characterized by a varying degree of pooling, that is, 1. no pooling (e.g., each incubation is independently analyzed), 2. pooling 2 compounds made up of 2 independent incubations pooled before the analysis, and 3. pooling of 4 compounds (4 independent incubations pooled before the analysis).
In the following sections, we compare the effects of pooling on the quality of the final results and analyze them in terms of the best compromise between accuracy and high-throughput capabilities.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Chemicals
All reagents were of the highest grade commercially available and were purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO) unless otherwise specified.
Sprague-Dawley rat liver microsomes (Cat. No. 452501), Beagle dog liver microsomes (Cat. No. 452601), and human liver microsomes (Cat. No. 452172) were purchased from Gentest (BD GENTEST, Woburn, MA).
All drugs tested were Merck proprietary compounds.
Equipment and apparatus
Robotic liquid handling. A Hamilton Workstation STARPLUS was used as a robotic liquid handler. The instrument was equipped with 8 standard tips, 96 CO-RE Probe Head, Thermomixer IKA 260, and 2 F12 Julabo apparatuses, one used as a heater and the other as a cooling system.
Hamilton was controlled via Microlab STAR software version 4.0.0.
Plates used were 96-well, 2-mL-deep PP plates (V-bottomed) from Waters (Milford, MA) and Matrix (Chesire, UK).
Preparation of stock solution to be placed on Hamilton
Platform. The final mix volume in incubation was 220 μL: 83 μL was from buffer stocks, 85 μL was from microsomes stocks, 2 μL was from drug stocks, and 50 μL was from cofactor stocks. The different components were added in the same order reported here. Stock solutions and drugs were placed on the working space as depicted in Figure 1 . In all of the different protocol formats, compounds were tested in duplicate for each different microsome donor species when in the presence of cofactors, whereas for negative controls, where buffer was used instead of cofactors, compounds were incubated only once without replicates. Used for incubations were 96-well, 2-mL-deep plates, each containing 10 compounds.
Buffers were 0.1 M, and potassium phosphate buffer (KPB) at pH 7.4 was used in the presence of NADPH cofactors. TRIS HCl at pH 7.4 was used instead for UDPGA cofactors.
Microsomes used in oxidative metabolism were thawed and immediately diluted with KPB according to need and were maintained at 0 °C until use. Microsomes used in the presence of glucuronic acid were prepared and stored as for microsomes used with NADPH but were diluted in TRIS HCl buffer and added to 50 μg of Alamethicin 9 per mg of protein.
Drug candidates from 10 mM DMSO stock solution were diluted to 110 μM in MeOH:H 2 O 4:6 to yield a 1-μM final concentration in the incubation mix; the final MeOH concentration was 0.36% (DMSO was 0.01%). Candidates were contained in a 96-MW plate and sealed and stored at room temperature until use.
Cofactors were prepared according to the following protocol: Buffers, cofactors, and microsome stocks were placed into Matrix plates (cod. 1064-05-10), composed of 12 separated wells of 16 mL each. They were placed in a 4 °C cooled position on the Hamilton station until use.
Protocol details: an overview
In this protocol, we propose a microsomal stability assay based on a 96-well plate format, in which 10, 20, or 40 different compounds can typically be screened in each run in 3 different species, collecting 6 time points over 60 or 90 min.
The same basic procedure can be used, with or without minor modifications, to screen 5, 10, or 20 compounds in the presence of 2 different separated cofactors (e.g., NADPH and UDPGA). The latter option is particularly useful when compounds can be metabolically cleared by both conjugation and oxidation.
In this sense, it is also fundamental to check the parent concentration in the presence of microsomes without any cofactor to exclude parent disappearance due to causes other than, or overlapping with, those induced by the presence of cofactors (e.g., precipitation due to poor solubility or different metabolic fate, e.g., hydrolysis).
In our protocol, we chose to incubate the drug candidates in duplicate when in the presence of cofactor and only as a single incubation for controls without cofactors. We consider this choice a good compromise because we reduced the number and cost of incubations and the number of samples to analyze, but by keeping 6 sequential time points of the same incubated control, we still can be confident in the results we are collecting.
Incubations were assembled into 96-deep-well plates, shacked and uniformly warmed at 37 °C using the IKA thermomixer. Each plate contained arrays from 10 different compounds. Up to 4 plates can be incubated in parallel.
Because of the presence of microsomes, the incubation matrix is not a homogeneous solution. The use of 384-deepwell plates was considered, but preliminary studies using the IKA shaker and different types of shakers (at a speed up to 1200 rpm, with an orbital amplitude up to 2 mm) did not yield homogeneous suspension of the incubation components. Further investigation into the use of alternative shakers, mixing speed, and other conditions are needed to achieve stable suspensions of the incubation matrix in a 384-well plate comparable with that achieved in a 96-deep-well plate.
Before addition of cofactors, the incubation plates were preincubated at 37 °C for 5 min. In control incubations, buffer substituted for cofactors. As soon as cofactors were added, an aliquot of the incubation mix was immediately transferred into a quenching plate containing acetonitrile (ACN) and internal standard cooled to 4 °C. These samples are the time 0 points and represent the initial conditions (see the Raw Data Treatment section). After fixed elapsed periods, other time points were similarly collected.
An exact combination of microsome species, cofactors (or buffer for controls), and compound corresponds to each well position in the incubation plate. If more plates are incubated simultaneously, the identical scheme is replicated in each plate position, with the only variation that compounds are different.
When pooling was applied, arrays of incubations from different incubation plates were collected in the same quenching plates. To maintain the homogeneous matrix composition of each quenched well, the same time point and same relative positions were pooled from the different incubation plates. In the end, each analytical sample was the pool of 2 or 4 incubations of 2 or 4 different drug candidates, incubated with microsomes from the same species, with identical cofactor or buffer and for the same length of time. The final composition of samples for analysis was 1:1 water:acetonitrile. They were centrifuged for 10 min at 4000 rpm, and the plates were placed directly into the refrigerated drawers of the autosampler until analysis.
Sample analysis
The detection of drugs was obtained by LC/MS/MS spectrometry. A micromass 4 Ultima Platinum triple quadrupole and a Waters Alliance 2695 HPLC module, equipped with a Waters 2777 Autosampler, were used, and instruments were controlled with Masslinx software. The autosampler's drawers were kept cooled at 8 °C.
MS/MS methods were generated automatically with QuanOptimize. Basically, 20 μL of a 5-μΜ solution of each analyte was injected in the analytical column twice ACE C18 (4.6 x 50 mm, 3.5-micron particle size) the 1st time to optimize the Q1 condition, scanning the cone voltage from 20 V to 60 V with a step of 10 V, and the 2nd time to scan on Q3 the daughter ions after fragmentation and to select the most intense MRM transition for quantification. Collision energies were optimized by scanning from 10 V to 40 V with steps of 5 V.
The analytes were eluted during optimization with the following gradients: from 0 to 0.2 min, 50% A at 0.5 mL/min; from 0.2 min to 2 min, a linear gradient from 50% B to 99% B at 0.5 mL/min; and at 2.01 min, the flow was increased to 2 mL/min, and the composition of eluting solvents was restored as at the beginning and kept isocratic for an other 0.5 min, during which the flow was linearly restored to 0.5 mL/min.
A is 0.1% formic acid in water; B is 0.1% formic acid in ACN. Positive electrospray conditions are used; if the method fails to detect the analyte, the negative ionization mode is explored.
During analysis, the following gradient was used: flow was 1.5 mL/min, from 0 to 0.2 min isocratic elution with 5% of B; from 0.2 min to 0.6 min, the percentage of B was linearly increased to 60% and kept constant for 0.6 min. From 1.2 min to 1.45 min, B was increased to 95% and kept constant for 0.45 min, then initial conditions were restored and the system was equilibrated for 0.5 min. From 0 to 0.4 min and from 2.1 to 2.5 min, the eluate was diverted to waste with an external Water 6-way switch valve. The injection volume was 10 μL. Approximately 250 μL of the eluate was introduced into the mass spectrometer source.
Raw data treatment
After analysis, a representative chromatogram was used to rapidly create the methods for the area integration; then all chromatograms were analyzed, and the area of peaks was measured automatically with QuanLynx software.
Raw data relative to the peaks area were directly copied and pasted into an Excel datasheet used as a template in which cells containing area of peaks are linked to formulas that directly calculate intrinsic clearance (Cl int ). Excel fit software was used to automatically calculate the slope of the logarithmic trend of the residual area percentage versus time, according to the following formula:
where s is the peak area of the compounds at time t and s 0 is the peak area of the compounds at time 0. The calculation is based on the minimization of the sum of the squares of residuals of experimental values from the theoretical plot. Excel fit was also used to calculate standard errors and confidence intervals of the measured intrinsic clearance. An example of the data plot is shown in Figure 2 . Fitted curves and 95% confidence intervals are presented in Figure 3 .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
General methods have already been published for highthroughput in vitro stability protocols 1-3,5,6 able to screen a relatively high number of compounds, but marked differences have emerged in the quality of data and in the quantity of information obtained. [10] [11] [12] Most methods are based on the residual percentage of the initial parent in the incubation mix after a fixed period of time. In a few cases, curves are proposed, but for only 1 species, generally human. 3, 6 In general, in the early development phase of a new project, it is important to select active chemical moieties with at least a minimal metabolic stability. The expectation is that metabolic turnover can be reduced with successive fine-tuned exploration of the chemical space around the basic pharmacophoric core. At this stage, a single-time-point microsomal incubation in a single representative species, in general human, 4 could be sufficient, but to perform in vitro-in vivo correlation or to assess the feasibility of safety studies, other species need to be screened in parallel. 2, 7 As promising leads are discovered, Absorption, Distribution, Metabolism, Excretion, and Toxicity profiling evolve according to the state of the projects 2 and information on the metabolism in animal species become must-have data to allow human prediction. 3, 5, 7 Because of the high sensitivity required to detect and analyze the compounds investigated during screening, LC/MS is the technique most widely used for quantitative analysis. 3 Unfortunately, it is a serial technique, as each sample needs to be analyzed separately, and increasing the number of runs linearly increases the time required to complete the analysis. 8 Several attempts have been made to overcome this limitation, such as cassette dosing, pooling analysis, and 2-timepoints methods, among others. 10, 11 Cassette dosing consists of pooling different drugs in the same incubation and then taking advantage of the very selective analytic capability of LC/MS/MS instruments to analyze them at the same time. This strategy has, however, the drawback of potential interference caused by drug-drug interaction effects. 13, 14 Pooling analysis and 2-time-point methods rely on the fact that the disappearance of drugs with time should follow a 1st-order kinetic and that in the 1st method, the half-life can be calculated by pool samples from different time points into 2 groups or in the 2nd method simply by analyzing only 2 time points of a longer series of samples. Both methods avoid the problems of drugdrug interaction and reduce the number of analyses to run, but they suffer from a lower accuracy of calculated values compared with a full analysis. This is mainly because the same experimental errors introduced in the analysis have a greater effect on the accuracy of calculated values, with the further drawback that nonlinear equations need to be used and errors are not linearly propagated. Obviously, more informative and accurate data are preferable because this allows better correlations, but the price paid for this quality and quantity of information is the time required to acquire all these data: The more we can reduce this time, the lower the costs.
Our proposal relies on cassette analysis, in which a full data set is analyzed (e.g., all time points sampled during kinetics are analyzed). Samples from 2 (or 4) separated incubations of different compounds are pooled in the same analytical sample. For each time point collected, there is a corresponding pooled analytical set of samples. LC/MS/MS analysis allows residual amounts of each compound to be quantified but still reduces by 2-fold (or 4-fold) the time needed for analysis and does not require complex mathematical breakdown of data to extract the information required.
In our protocol, samples pooled are from incubations of the same species and are collected at the same time point, which means that pooled matrices are identical, and the only difference lies in the compound incubated. This feature of the protocol leads to only minimal differences between single analysis and pooled analysis as possible interference from matrices are completely neutralized.
Pooling strategy
The aim of the present work is to present a novel robotic automated incubation protocol assembled on the Hamilton platform and a new strategy for pooling samples (cassette analysis). We discuss the accuracy of measurements obtained with this protocol using simple statistical tools and finally compare our obtained results using a method in which samples were pooled after incubation with a classical method in which samples were individually incubated and individually analyzed.
Statistical significance. Our system for calculation is based on 6 time points (6 starting degrees of freedom), and our fitting is based on the determination of 2 parameters (i.e., slope and intercept), so our final degree of freedom is 4.
We have calculated that the 95% confidence interval for the values of intrinsic clearance spans between plus and minus 2.78 times the standard error of the measured value (we used the Excel formula t * = TINV(0.05, 4), which returns the t-value of the Student's t-distribution as a function of the probability and the degrees of freedom. Note that the Syntax is TINV (probability,degrees_freedom): "Probability" is the probability associated with the 2-tailed Student's t-distribution, and "degrees_freedom" is the number of degrees of freedom with which to characterize the distribution. 15 This means that to distinguish between 2 measured values with a confidence greater than 95%, their difference would have to be higher than t * times the sum of the standard errors of the measurements.
Following this criterion, our postprocessing raw data are designed to automatically calculate not only clearance values but also the 95% confidence interval associated with the measurements (see Fig. 4 ).
In our data history, we generally found that standard errors of calculated clearance values in a single experiment were between 5% and 10% (data not shown). In the worst case, this means that a clearance with an experimentally measured value of 10 can be considered different (with a probability higher than 95%) from a measured value of 18 and/or 5.6.
More in general, as a rule of thumb, we can assume a 2-fold ratio between 2 different calculated clearances as a statistically relevant difference. Scientifically, this is already a satisfactory accuracy for this kind of screening assay.
Pooling and not pooling. In general, the variance within different methods is generated by the sum of systematic errors and of stochastic errors, such as pipetting inaccuracy or LC/MS/MS inaccuracy due to instrumental noise. Systematic errors (e.g., lack of homogeneity in the different options of this protocol) are the worst issues, and in particular, sample pooling could increase interference by ion suppression or ion enhancement due to clustering of analytes.
Slightly more variability could be expected in the pooling methods as pooled analytes are diluted by a factor of 2 or 4, and accuracy could be affected by analyzer sensitivity.
For a single time point measurement, the bioanalytical requirement for this assay is satisfied by a 15% to 20% precision and accuracy in most cases. The most relevant parameter to control when analytes are pooled is the change in the percentage relative standard deviation (%RSD) because the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) in pooled samples is much smaller than when pooling is not applied as a result of lower drug concentrations and potentially more background. This latest effect has been minimized using the strategy of pooling analytes coming from identical matrix.
The following relationship can be used, as a rule of thumb, to help determine how small a peak can be and still generate usable data: % RSD = 50/(S/N). 16 This equation gives us an idea of what S/N is required for a desired method precision. An S/N = 3.3 would translate into the %RSD ≈ 15% that is the precision required for our bioanalytical method (this assumes that S/N is the primary contribution to %RSD).
The error in the calculated value of intrinsic clearance is affected by the variability of all the measured time points in the kinetic, which in turn depends on the corresponding S/N. This value differs for each time point because it is maximal at time 0, when the parent concentration is at maximum, and minimal at the last time points, when the analyte concentration has decreased. Of course, this variability also depends on the rate of turnover and on the S/N value for the starting analyte concentration.
With the purpose of predicting how many compounds can be pooled without affecting the accuracy of calculated clearance values, we should keep in mind that the sensitivity for all the analytes in the pool should be as high as to guarantee an S/N higher than 3 for all the time points sampled during the kinetic of the microsomal stability assay. However, if 1 time point does not satisfy this requirement, the software still allows the calculation of clearance values using the remaining points and automatically recalculates all of the confidence intervals in these new conditions.
To compare the different methods, a proprietary compound was incubated in different positions of the same plate. It was analyzed directly once in a classical procedure without pooling, then, in other experiments, it was incubated using the previously described pooling protocols in different positions of the 2 or 4 plates, where other proprietary compounds were also incubated (organizing plates so that different compounds were pooled with the test compounds).
The molecule used as probe substrate was chosen because its intrinsic clearances range from 7 μL per minute per microgram of protein in dog liver microsomes to about 10 times more in Sprague-Dawley rat liver microsomes. In human microsomes, parent disappearance is slower than in rat and faster than in dog.
These differences allowed us to evaluate the reproducibility of measured values in a range that spans from relatively fast metabolized drugs to relatively stable drugs. Different concentrations of liver proteins could be used to fine-tune the rapidity of parent disappearance to measure meaningful degradation trends during the entire duration of sample collection (e.g., 60 or 90 min).
Residual area percentages of parent compound from time 0 were calculated as previously stated using an Excel datasheet as a template. The same analytical methods and data processing were used in all experiments, with and without pooling of drugs. Basically, we investigated the intrinsic variability in the classical assay without pooling and then compared the variability observed with the protocols that use cassette analysis. We used replicates of the same data reproduced several times in the same or different experiments. Averages and relative standard errors of calculated clearances obtained with each different method were compared (see Figs. 4 and 5 and Table  1 ). Different protocols gave similar averages, and differences were not statistically relevant (in all cases, P > 0.05).
We also correlated all of the averaged residual percentages (for all 3 species, n = 15) obtained using the method of pooling 2 compounds and the method with separated analysis (without pooling). The calculated R 2 value of the linear plot was 0.956, further indicating an equivalence of the 2 methods ( Fig. 6) . Similar findings were obtained correlating data from the method that pools 4 compounds (data not shown).
CONCLUSIONS
We developed and validated a fully automated protocol that for the 1st time synergistically integrates robotic assembling of the assay, cassette analysis of microsomal incubations, LC/MS/MS method development and data analysis, and an Excel built-in data processing with statistical treatment and database uploading of results.
The accuracy and consistency of our protocol can be considered more than adequate for drug metabolism investigation and in particular for human projection. We have also demonstrated equivalence between methods that adopt cassette analysis and the classic method without pooling of analytes.
Theoretically, the possibility of pooling more and more compounds to increase the number of compounds tested without increasing the total time needed for analysis relies mainly on having enough sensitivity after mixing and in having selective MRM transition for each compound in the same pool. This protocol was shown to be so flexible and robust that it can be customized for different needs of high throughput and accuracy.
In our hands, up to 4 compounds could be pooled together for LC/MS analysis, maintaining the required accuracy and showing results that statistically match values obtained using the classic method without pooling.
With the rapid increase in sensitivity that comes with the new generation of spectrometers and the reduction of interference obtained using high-resolution mass analyzers, 1,17 pooling a higher number of compounds will be even more straightforward in the near future. 
